
SL. NO. REG. NO. NAME AND FATHER'S NAME CORRECTIVE MEASURES TO BE TAKEN

1 108097
ARPAN HAZRA,

WARD OF.  BASUDEV HAZRA

He should consult  with cardiologist and submit 

prescription and fitness certificate.

2 135672
DEBARPITA NANDI,

WARD OF.  PRADIP NANDI

i) She has hypothyroid and is on high dose of hormore 

supplement. She should consult Endrocrinologist and 

submit prescription and fitness certificate.  

ii) She has 6/18 vision in both eyes and she should correct 

the refractive error.

iii)  Her BMI is 32.05. She is allowed 3(three) months time 

to reduce her body weight, to achieve BMI 30.00 or less.  

This should be done under medical supervison and attend 

CMO Cell for check up.

3 122359
AHANA BALLAV,

WARD OF.  ARUN KUMAR BALLAV

She is a patient of asthama with Eosinophil count of 8% 

and Lymphocyte 42%, ESR-22. She should consult with 

Pulmonlogist and submit prescription with fitness 

certificate. Her blood group is A-ve, She should be cautious 

about it.

4 105500
SAUMYA MAJUMDER,

WARD OF.  SAMIR MAJUMDER

His BMI is 31.8. He is allowed 3(three) months time to 

reduce his body weight, to achieve BMI 30.00 or less.  This 

should be done under medical supervison and attend CMO 

Cell for check up.

5 123552
SWARUP RANJAN BISWAS,

WARD OF.  SANTI RANJAN BISWAS

He has a Bony tumour Lt. humerus. He should consult with 

Orthopaedic Surgeon and submit the detailed diagnosis 

and treatment prospect of the same.

6 127518
CHIRANJIT SAHA,

WARD OF.  ASIT KUMAR SAHA

He should consult with an opthalmologist and correct his 

refractive error and submit report.

List of Candidates required to undertake corrective measures on

Medical Unfitness  under  Notification No. MPP/2015/13 :  OFFICE EXECUTIVE

Following candidates are being asked to submit further medical reports/certificates after taking corrective measures as suggested by the CMO,WBSEDCL on 

09.01.2017. Individual letter have been sent to the each candidate by Email/Speed post. Further, for any query please contact over Telephone No. 033-

23598388 or through email to our official email id. i.e. industrialrelationcell@gmail.com.


